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The Greek language of the New Testament is known for
its richness and nuanced vocabulary. There are often
several words that can be used to express a thought.
With the help of the Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon of
the New Testament let’s consider some of the vocabulary used to describe elements of gossip.
1. Diakrino: Critical talk
- To express disapproval of what someone has done. See Acts 11:2
2. Spermologo: Worthless talk
- An information scavenger who is not able to say anything worthwhile in view of
his miscellaneous collection of tidbits of information. See Acts 17:18
3. Apelegmos: Reproachful talk
- Serious and strong criticism based upon presumed evidence. See Acts 19:27
4. Momaomai: Censorious talk
- To find fault with someone by implying blame. See II Corinthians 6:3
5. Psythurismos: Harmful talk
- Providing harmful information about a person, often spoken in whispers or in a
low voice, with the implication that such information is not widely known and
therefore should presumably be kept secret. See II Corinthians 12:20
6. Metalogia: Idle talk
- Speech which has no beneficial purpose. See I Timothy 1:6
7. Phluaros: Nonsense talk
- Making no sense because of ignorance of what is involved. See I Timothy 5:13
8. Kenophonia: Empty talk
- Speech which lacks significant content. See II Timothy 2:16-17
9. Katalaleo: Evil talk
- To speak against someone. Often including speaking evil of that one.
See James 4:11
Each of us must be careful to avoid gossip and wicked words. Paul warns the Galatians of their loving obligation and the danger of evil speech. “For you were called
to freedom, brethren; only do not turn your freedom into an opportunity for the
flesh, but through love serve one another. For the whole Law is fulfilled in one
word, in the statement, ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ But if you bite
and devour one another, take care that you are not consumed by one another. But I
say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not carry out the desire of the flesh. For the
flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; for these are
in opposition to one another, so that you may not do the things that you please.” Galatians 5:13-17 (NASB)
Brethren, speak no evil!
Looking Up,
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